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Semi-Monolithic Meta-Scintillator (SMMS)

High-Z (high detection efficiency for 511 keV) 
material is arranged in the semimonolithic way (read 
out by an 1D array of SiPMs)
Fast material is coupled with a single SiPM.
Principle: 
The distribution of photons in the slow material can 
provide depth-of-interaction information. At the same 
time, the concentration of photons in the fast material 
provides ToF through CTR as good as a pixelated 
configuration
Testing the principle: GATE simulation of SMMS and 
metapixel of same materials.



Gate simulation configuration

- Materials & Geometry: scintillators + coupling+ SiPM 
- BGO+EJ232 in an experimentally tested configuration: 

7x300 μm BGO, 8x100 μm EJ232, density 5.58 g/cm3, 
length 15 mm.

- LYSO+EJ232Q with the same dimensions (7x300 μm 
LYSO, 8x100 μm EJ232Q,density 5.45 g/cm3, length 
15 mm).

- Optical Surfaces: 
- Wrapping: Default surface (Snell’s law)
- Photon detector modeled by optical with PDE 

- Source: 511 keV gamma with conic radition angle centered 
along longitudinal axis of each block

- 20k events per block and 80k events in total for one array



Post-processing and Results

- Energy spectrum
- Time resolution 
- Depth of interaction 

- Encoding via photon detection distribution 
- ML model for DoI classification 

- DoI timewalk correction



Energy spectrum 

- Only 511 keV interactions (photoelectric, fully contained Compton)

BGO-based SMMS LYSO-based SMMS



Time Resolution: LYSO based Metapixel vs SMMS

- The time stamp is registrated at the detection of first photon
- DTR is computed from fitted Gaussian kernel
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Time Resolution: BGO based SMMS vs Pixelated

- The detection time stamp is registrated after the first detected photon
- DTR is computed from fitted Gaussian kernel
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Depth-of-Interaction Encoding as Classification 

- When different block is illuminated by primary gamma, the corresponding SiPM tends to detect most 
of optical photons

- For DOI classification, the detector block is logically sectioned into 5 segments of size 3mm.
- The number of detected photon distribute differently with variable DOI classification
- DoI encoding is viable by evaluating the distribution detected along SiPM array.



- To predict DOI, a NN model with 2 hidden dense 
layers composed of (150, 50) neurons is used.

- The number of detected photons by 8 SiPM in 
the array are input features.

- For the output layers, a softmax function with 5 
classes and log-loss fucntion are applied.

- Evaluation of losses are plotted with respect to 
learning iteration. Final acuracy of 86% and 73% 
are achieved for LYSO and BGO based SMMS 
respectively. (FWHM accuracy is ~75%)

LYSO+EJ232Q

BGO+EJ232

Depth-of-Interaction Prediction



- Most of confusions happen in prediction of adjacent DOI classes.
- LYSO based SMMS achieved higher accuracy than BGO based config, because the distributed 

optical photons have bigger population due to high light yield.

-

Depth-of-Interaction Prediction

LYSO+EJ232Q BGO+EJ232



- LYSO based

Time Correction with DOI classifcation



- BGO based

Time Correction with DOI classifcation



Time Walk correction of experiment result

BGO metapixel simulation results 
(CTR 244 ps) compares with the 
experimental results (no timewalk 
correction -280.1 ps)



Thanks and Questions?



Depth-of Interaction time correction (regression) 

- BGO based
- Truncation of event for time < 600ps



Depth-of Interaction time correction (regression) 

- LYSO based
- no truncation on time


